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arc Chase is one of the most talked-about people in Country radio and
in Nashville. And yet, the Clear Channel Sr. VP/Programming has never
programmed a Country station, shuns the spotlight, and doesn’t have a formal
bio or glam-shots to provide the trades. Hell, he doesn’t even carry business cards. So, just
who is this guy? And why does he wield so much power in the Country world?
Chase describes himself as “a southern-bred Yankee, born in Indiana and raised in
Alabama.” His love affair with radio began, he says, “while listening to Milo Hamilton
and Ernie Johnson do Atlanta Braves play-by-play in the ‘70s.”
As for life, he says simply, “I fell in love with radio in the ‘70s, my wife in the ‘80s,
my kids in the ‘90s and I still love ’em all. Currently, I consider myself an oxymoron:
I’m from corporate and I’m here to help.”
Some may be surprised at another love in his life. “I love country music,” he says.
“As a kid, I was in the back seat of the car listening to Hank, Sr.; Ferlin Husky; and
Waylon. From the time when I was two until now, I have lived in the South. If you’re
in the South, Country is a way of life. It’s more than just a format. The music’s a big
part of it. But really, it’s all about family, friends, God, country – and all that adds up
to Country radio. It’s pretty amazing.”
Chase currently supervises stations of all formats in 46 markets. He says that fewer
than 40 of the stations are Country, and he prefers to not single out any of them. We
can tell you, however, that some of the Country stations he oversees are among the
nation’s most successful and most well-known. Some are even legendary.
CA: So, why don’t you have business cards?
MC: It’s my job to make other people successful.
It’s not for people to know about me. My goal
is to be a service, like a coach or a cheerleader,
for our radio stations. My mindset is, “How can I
help you get better?” Within that process we have
some disagreements, but without a grain of sand
and some friction, you wouldn’t get a pearl.
The best PDs I ever work with are the ones who
are unafraid to speak up. They’ll say, “Wait a
minute, that’s not right. I don’t think this is the
right way to do it. What about doing it this way?”
It shows engagement and commitment. And the
beautiful part of what we do is that there’s more
than one right way to do it. Everybody wants
a formula. But there are a thousand winning
formulas. I try to keep track of the 200-300 bad
ones so we can go, “OK, if you do one of these
1,000 things vs. one of these 200, you’re going to
increase your chances of success.”
CA: In addition to being an oxymoron, what
else do you do as Clear Channel’s Sr. VP/
Programming?
MC: I start fires, put out fires, and, when I am
not getting burned, I teach fire prevention.
CA: Do you get singed often?
MC: I get burned all the time. But fire prevention
is the best part, because it’s usually the part
people like. The startin’ ‘em and puttin’ ‘em out
is the hard work.
CA: How do you manage each station’s
programming within a market cluster?
MC: Every station needs to understand its role in
the competitive market matrix and in the cluster,
and then to focus all its resources on being the
best it can be.

CA: What’s your first step in working with PDs?
MC: My favorite example [in describing what
I do] is directions. For example, to get to the
bathroom from your office, you might turn
right, turn left, go straight, open the door, go
right, walk in, pee. But, if you started from your
kitchen, took those same directions and opened
the door and peed, you might not be peeing in the
bathroom. You gotta know where you are before
you know where you’re going. I work with PDs
a lot to know where they are, why they are where
they are and to help them figure out where they
want to go. But at the end of the day, no matter
my level of engagement, I am held accountable
for the product performance of all the stations in
my region.

CA: What do PDs fail to pay attention to
the most?
MC: You’re not going to believe me when I tell
you it’s listening to their radio stations. PDs get
busy. They have sales departments to deal with,
people calling them, people standing in their
doorway and assholes from corporate asking for
some report. They get busy and forget to pay
attention to the things that are important to the
listener. I’d like to wipe out the title of program
director and rename the person responsible for
the product a “listener advocate.” That’s what
a PD’s title should really be. We need people
who understand who their listeners are, why
they come to our radio stations and how to make
sure that while they’re there it’s the best possible
experience they can have – while still making
money, because we are a business. The government
doesn’t underwrite us like they do NPR.
CA: What should a PD be listening for?
MC: It’s about feeling good. It’s like when you
hit the switch, you expect to get light. When you
hit the button for a Country station, you want to
feel good. No one wants to hit that button and
feel angry or miserable.
CA: What’s the biggest challenge facing radio
– and Country radio – today?
MC: The challenge is the same across all formats
– staying on top of the shifts in technology and
consumer behavior.
CA: How does radio compete with new
technologies that bring all sorts of audio
opportunities to consumers?
MC: Technology is still trying to catch up to
us, and radio must constantly change if we
want to stay ahead. Here’s what I do believe
about radio: it is the ultimate streaming
application. Radio is portable, the price is
right and it is very personal. The downside
is that we’re in the broadcasting business.
By that I mean we transmit programming
for public or general use, and today the
consumer’s focus is, “give me what I want,
when I want it.” To stay ahead of the curve,
we must change. Thankfully, we have these
little things called websites that open doors
radio stations have never really had before.
We are at the tip of the iceberg in upside
with this combo, and it is one reason why
I’m very bullish on our business.

CA: Is HD radio going to get traction?
MC: Oh, man, if I knew the answer to what was
going to get traction next, I’d be like Carnac or
Nostradamus. HD will eventually get traction.
CA: What have you seen in the PPM?
MC: A ton. But it’s early, so it’s hard to connect
data points and see if they’re meaningful. Certain
formats do a little bit better in PPM than others. The
device itself is totally without emotion. It doesn’t
care. So you can’t vote for your favorite radio
station anymore in your diary. You have to really
listen. And so we’re seeing some of the differences
in listening (and voting) as we change currencies.
CA: Should stations be changing now to get
ready for PPM and the way that audiences
are measured by it, or should they wait until it
actually comes to their market?
MC: That’s pretty funny. You just asked me,
“Should stations change to do something that
would benefit their listener more?” versus
somebody who’s going to fill out a diary and
try to remember what they listened to. Here’s a
sure-fire answer: we should always do something
today that’s going to make it better for the
listener tomorrow.
CA: But that’s the point. A lot of
programmers program to methodology, not to
listeners.
MC: Right. And you know what? You’re going
to see different levels and different shakeouts
as PPM rolls through. We’re so early in the
transition that I’d love to be able to tout, “Oh,
these 15 things work -- do this, this and this.”

CA: What are the problem areas that you find
yourself working on most with PDs?
MC: The three biggest areas where stations get
screwed up are: PDs don’t pay attention and what
they think they’re doing and what is happening
isn’t really happening; their music gets too new
and we work on finding the proper balance of
current, recurrent and gold; and, people try to
reinvent the wheel. Instead of leaving records that
are the core essence of the station alone, PDs will
push the fringes. And the fringes will test well,
and then PDs will put them into power rather
than leaving them in secondary rotation.
CA: Do you have any “basic laws of
programming?” By that, I mean certain things
that must be done, no matter what?
MC: Protect the license! Pay attention!

CA: How do you work with individual PDs? Is
it consultant-like, or are you there to present
the overall Clear Channel programming tenets
and assist in their implementation?
MC: It’s market-to-market, station-to-station,
format-to-format. In some cases I’m a cheerleader.
In some I’m a cheerleader and coach. There are
others with which I get the luxury of sitting on
the bench watching an amazing team perform.
Anyone who has ever worked with more than one
station knows you can’t possibly do it alone. I am
fortunate to work with some truly amazing and
talented programmers.
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But there are all kinds of diary manipulation tricks
and there’ll be People Meter manipulation tricks.
There’s not going to be any system that somebody
doesn’t try to monkey with.
In the meantime, you’ve got to figure out
what you’re about and how to do the best job you
possibly can entertaining the people who count
on you. Radio has a lot of people who count on
us every day — not just the 3.2 days a week like
Arbitron tells us. Right? Come on!
CA: What’s your sense of radio’s future?
MC: Here’s the deal: Radio is going to have
to change far beyond anything that we can
imagine now.
In the next five to seven years, it’s possible
that we could see changes as radical as when we
went from Fibber McGee & Molly and orchestras
in studios to disc jockeys and records. We are on

there were only one or two songs that stayed at
No. 1 on the Country chart more than one week.
I know for a fact that the listeners’ passion for a
favorite song lasts far longer than 168 hours. But
the charts are like, “Boop! No. 1, we’re done.”
Of course, you can never be too new for record
label promotion departments. By and large, our
radio stations make a lot more money taking care
of their primary two sets of clients: listeners and
advertisers. The record communities have at least
three sets of clients, including the retail chains,
the buying public and radio stations.
And, just as radio has Arbitron diary-holders
and PPMers that we don’t exactly have direct
control over, labels have a similar situation with
our PDs. I’m sure it’s maddening at times, but
Clear Channel lets its PDs decide what they add,
what they play and how often they play it. They
are also accountable for the ratings results.

good. The art is in mixing the perfect balance of all
the available music: current, recurrent and gold.
CA: How do you find that balance?
MC: That’s the hardest part. Everybody is so
“research, research, research.” It’s really about
painting a music log every day and taking the
listener on a musical journey.
We have some PDs who understand their
audience and why they come to the radio
station. And, every day they set out to take
‘em on a musical journey. We also have some
programmers who really don’t understand the
“journey,” but who do understand the math
behind the journey. So, even if they’re not
painting a picture, they at least make sure the
math works and that they’re rotating records
through the right hours, dayparts and days.
Then, believe it or not, there are some people that

research, you need to use it. Or, save the 50 to
a hundred grand a year and don’t do research if
you’re going to ignore it.”
CA: So, the PDs make the music calls? Where
does research come in?
MC: Our PDs are the gatekeepers. They pick the
songs that get exposed to their listeners. They get
the benefit of listener feedback, and that research
helps them decide the speed the songs move
through rotations.
The way we manage is, “your ball, your
bat, your butt.” A PD gets the right to read
the market, market the research, look at the
competitive market matrix and decide what
works for them. But, again, they’re accountable
for what they do. And, if they fuck up, I’m gonna
come pull the ball and bat out of their butt and
it’s not going to be pretty. Am I guilty of holding
PDs accountable to their audience? Absolutely.
It’s a huge part of my job.
CA: With all due respect, in some circles
you’re viewed as the guy who is singlehandedly killing Country radio by slashing
Country radio current playlists and applying
pop radio rules to Country stations. What’s
your sense of that?
MC: First of all, if we did apply pop/Top
40 rules to Country radio, no one would be
complaining. A Country station that was 9095% current would have Nashville foaming at
the mouth.
Specifically as to being “the guy,” it’s easier
to blame someone else when things are not going
as good as would like than to fall on the sword
yourself. So people who know … know better.
People who don’t … don’t.
Today, country music is not the mainstream
monster it was over a decade ago. The largest
market in America doesn’t even have a Country
station. I’m guessing that’s my fault, too.
Here’s the rub: My primary concern is
protecting the license and growing audience.
The listeners like songs far beyond the No. 1
slot on the chart, but that’s all that promotion
departments need a song to do. The charts are
set up to be a leading indicator. There’s a gap
between the charts and the audience’s tastes, and
that’s where all this noise comes from.
I can assure you that if audience research
told us we should be playing 100% current
music, that’s what we would be doing. In the
early ‘90s, you could not feed the Country
listener enough new music. But that’s not
what the listeners are telling us today. Look,
the fun stuff isn’t holding onto your recurrents
or making sure your best-testing gold song is
your most-played gold song. There’s nothing
glamorous about that. The smarter guys have

“ I start fires, put out fires, and, when I am
not getting burned, I teach fire prevention.”
the precipice of another fundamental change, and
that’s my biggest frustration with our industry
as a whole. We have a hard time changing. We
really haven’t changed that much in the last
30 years. But I’m bullish on radio because I’m
bullish on our brands.
CA: Is programming a Country music radio
station basically the same as all other music
stations? Or, are there any “Country radio
programming rules” specific to this format?
MC: I know there are critics who would love
to hear me say, “It’s all cookie-cutter and prefab,” but it’s not. Are there some universals
in Country? You bet. Hey, there are some
fundamentals that transcend formats. But a radio
station is more than just the sum of the individual
parts. If done right, it’s magic. A radio station
should be a living, breathing entity designed to
reflect the beliefs of its listeners.
There are some universals, such as that it’s
better when what we do is focused on the listener
than it is when it’s about us. Imagine that! The
listener likes it more when we talk about things
that interest them than things we want them to
know about us. We have to do both. But the
secret is in the balance.
CA: Do you think most Country stations play
too much current music?
MC: Historically, the Country charts would
support that statement. Until a few years ago
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A lot of our PDs, in virtually every format,
enjoy music and want to break new music. You
don’t have to lead them to do that; they want to
do that. The most successful programmers are the
best at balancing their hunger for breaking new
music with the audience’s needs.
CA: Do you think Country stations get out
of current hits – in particular the top-testing
songs – too early? Should they hold onto
records longer?
MC: Yes and no. It varies by programmer.
[WAMZ/Louisville PD] Coyote Calhoun made
it into the Country DJ Hall of Fame by holding
onto his recurrents a little longer than any of his
jocks would have liked. [KEEY/Minneapolis PD]
Gregg Swedberg is very aggressive with new
music and K102 is very successful. [WMZQ/
Washington and WPOC/Baltimore PD] Meg
Stevens is ultra-conservative. All three are very
successful, and all three are smart enough that
they’d do it differently if they were in the other
person’s shoes.
CA: What current-recurrent-gold mix do you
think works the best for Country?
MC: The music mix is totally based on the
competitive market matrix. When you are the
Country franchise in the market, your responsibility
to the listener is different than if you are in a threeway ratings war.
Here’s a quote for you: Adult stations can be
100% current! But their ratings won’t be very

just don’t understand why they are doing what
they are doing. Somebody else set up a system
that they’re working with, and they just hit F10
and run with it because they’ve been handed the
job. That doesn’t mean that somebody who hits
F10 isn’t a great PD. It’s just a different skill set
in where they are.
You can’t have a few hundred programmers
and not have some of everything. It’s all kinds of
people working together.
CA: When Country stations you work with cut
their current lists, your name seems to come
up as the reason for the changes – at least
among the labels. How involved do you get
with a local station’s current music decisions?
MC: What gets me involved in that process
is the accountability of how well the PDs are
doing. [Let’s say] the ratings aren’t where they
should be. Instead of programmers stepping up
and saying, “My ratings aren’t what they need
to be; I’m not managing my talent; I’m not
managing my promotions or doing my marketing
right;” and/or “I’m not doing my music right,”
the easiest thing for a PD to do is blame me for
cutting their list. And I’ll tell you what I’ve told
Nashville record guys: If someone tells you I
took a record off their list, call me and I’ll tell
you if that’s the truth.
The SVPPs in Clear Channel do not tell
programmers what to add. We do say, “You are
responsible for your radio station’s performance,
and if you’re going to invest money in your

always done that inherently. They’ve always
held onto the things the audience values the
most a little bit longer rather than the things
driven by internal or external influences or
leading-edge indicators.
So is it what I want? Absolutely not. I take
my personal tastes out of it. I quickly found out
very early in my programming career that if I
played what I liked, things got ugly. I’m better
off asking the audience what they want and then
do my best to give it to them. I encourage the
programmers I work with to do the same. It’s
like that lifeline on the TV show, Who Wants
To Be A Millionaire? About 85% of the time
the audience advice was solid. So if you ask
the audience, about 85% of the time you get
good advice. It’s not a perfect system, but it’s
state-of-the-art today. You just have to paint
your way around it because people can’t tell you
everything they want.
Managing the gaps is the hardest part –
where art meets science. It’s reading between
the lines. There are gaps between what our
advertisers want and what our listeners want;
gaps between what the record companies want
and what our listeners want; gaps between the
record labels and what the artists want; and,
gaps between what music consumers want
and what record labels want. There are always
gaps; there always will be. The key is finding
a way to manage between the gaps. Manage
… it’s not a four-letter word, it just seems like
it sometimes. CAC

